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Insights from Long-term Observations at the NSA Site 
Our poor understanding of ice generation in the atmosphere results in large uncertainties in 
simulating ice and mixed-phase clouds in weather and climate models.  
a.  Recent analyses on global distribution of mixed-phase cloud distributions and IPCC inter-model 
differences in simulated cloud radiative forcing under doubling CO2 condition indicate that mixed-
phase cloud representations in climate models contribute significantly to current climate 
predication uncertainties as shown in figure 1. 
b.  Challenges exist in simulating water-ice mass partition in stratiform mixed-phase clouds. 
c.  Using 5-year (1999-2003) multiple-sensor based mixed-phase retrievals at NSA site, we found 
out: 

 1: Both Temperature and LWP have strong controls of the water-ice partition. 
 2: Observations show noticeable seasonal and inter-annual variations. 
 3: Increase in aerosol loading has impacts on  the water-ice partition, especially at low LWPs. 
 4: The long-term data provide  new  insights into ice crystal growth in mixed-phase clouds.  
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1. Temperature and LWP control the water-ice partition 

2. Seasonal and inter-annual variations 

3. Aerosol impacts on the water-ice partition 

4. Ice crystal growth in stratiform mixed-phase clouds 


